
We have developed our own software which provides a database of stem loops. When 

users upload their own sequence, the software can find out corresponding stem loops and 

store them into the database. Moreover, when users need proteins expressed in specific 

quantity, such as inputting the ratio of two different proteins, the software can provide 

suitable stem loops according to the ratio. The relationship between the quantitative 

expression of protein and the folding energy is based on our modeling. 

With the help of this database, we can regulate the protein expression level more 

rationally, more precisely and more quickly. We believe that our toolbox will play a part in 

prokaryotic regulation field. 

The C++ code is origin from 2ndscore program  

This database is based on Apache/PHP/MySQL environment. If you want to see our 

source code and operation guide. Please download this zip. 

We also provided a temporary online server for you to know the UI (But the performance 

of server is limited). Please visit: 

http://115.28.14.24 

This URL will offer the code when updated. 
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User’s Guide: 

1. First go to the upload page to upload your own sequence to the server. 

http://115.28.14.24/


 

2.Wait a minute. 

3.Enter the ratio of Max[mRNA] 

 

4.Receive a Stem loop that can control the expression of proteins. 



 

5.Add stem loops to your gene sequence. 

6.We also provide a stem-loop database file to enrich your own database. 

 

Install Guide: 

1. First you need a Linux system with Apache/PHP/MySQL environment and gcc compiler. 

 
2. Copy the HTML&PHP code to Apache Web Document Root. 

3. Edit PHP.ini to allow PHP to execute system function.  

4.Using SQL query to create a database. 



 

CREATE TABLE `hp`.`loops` ( `id` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT , `seq`VARCHAR(255) N

OT NULL , `energy` FLOAT NULL , PRIMARY KEY (`id`)) ENGINE =InnoDB; 

5.You need to change the login information in insert.php so that you can connect with your 

database. 


